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Abstract: Clustering is a competent method for increasing network lifetime of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and also 
improving its scalability. In a cluster based WSN, energy efficiency and energy awareness are the two key points that must 
be considered while developing any clustering algorithm. In this paper, we propose an energy aware distributed clustering 
algorithm (EADCA) that takes care of both the above mentioned issues. The proposed algorithm consists of two phases 
namely CH selection and cluster formation. In the cluster formation phase we have used TOPSIS (Technique for Order 
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) which enhances the performance of this algorithm further. The algorithm achieves 
constant message and linear time complexity.
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branched into specific groups known as cluster with 
each cluster having a head/leader, often addressed 
as cluster head (CH). The rest of the member nodes 
are referred as cluster members. Each member node 
belongs to only one cluster. The sensed data by 
members is sent to its respective cluster heads. CH 
aggregates the raw information and transfers it to the 
sink in one hop or multiple hops. Clustering has a 
number of advantages, naming a few are bandwidth 
conservation, scalability and energy efficiency. In most 
of the clustering techniques, formation of new clusters 
is performed periodically for reducing the energy 
consumption. Selection of CH is a very important 
factor is clustering. One of the most famous clustering 
techniques LEACH [4] selects cluster head based on 
probability. But the major drawback of this technique is 
that an inefficient node i.e. a node with limited energy 
might get selected as CH based on probability.

HEED [5] is also a very popular clustering 
algorithm. In HEED, during cluster head selection 
residual energy of the sensor nodes is taken as the 
primary factor and intra-cluster distance as the 
secondary factor. But an important point taken into 

introDuCtion1. 

Wireless sensor networks has become immensely 
popular among researchers for their potential uses 
in monitoring environment, surveillance, health care, 
intruder detection and so on [2]. WSN comprises of 
spatially distributed autonomous devices using sensors 
in an unattended given coverage area. The sensor 
node senses the local information from the target area 
processes them and sends it to the base station also 
known as sink. The base station is connected to the 
internet for transferring the information to the public 
domain. The main limitation with WSNs is that the 
sensor nodes have small batteries with limited power 
sources. There are many such applications where the 
sensor nodes are dispersed in hostile environment. So, 
recharging or replacing the node when their energy is 
exhausted almost becomes impossible. Hence energy 
consumption has become the very important factor 
for maximizing the network lifetime of the sensor 
nodes.

One of the most important techniques for reducing 
energy consumption is clustering [3]. In cluster based 
architecture, a number of readily available nodes are 
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account for HEED is, the message overhead produced 
is very high. Another algorithm was also proposed 
which used back off [7] strategy. In this algorithm 
control message overhead was reduced but it did not 
take care of intra-cluster distance, that might not be 
reasonable for saving the energy of the sensor nodes. In 
this paper we propose a new energy aware distributed 
clustering algorithm for wireless sensor network. In 
order to be energy aware a sensor node joins a CH on 
the basis of residual energy. For a node to be energy 
efficient it joins a CH based on distance to minimize 
communication energy. Our approach here is to make 
clustering energy aware as well as energy efficient. The 
protocol selects CH on the basis of residual energy 
and also considers intra-cluster distance as second 
parameter. It uses back-off strategy for CH selection 
which brings down the message complexity to O (1).

Experimental simulation shows that proposed 
protocol outperforms the other similar works such as 
given in [4] and [15]. The remaining paper is arranged 
as mentioned below- the related work is discussed in 
section 2. Section 3 presents the energy model. The 
proposed clustering algorithm EADCA is discussed in 
section4. The experimental result and conclusion are 
given in section 5 and section6 respectively.

rElAtED work2. 
Over the years many centralized as well as distributed 
clustering algorithm have been developed for WSNs 
[6-12]. Our main focus is on CH selection and 
formation of clusters, so we have limited our discussion 
to such technique which mainly focuses of these 
aspects. We will start our discussion with very famous 
algorithm LEACH [4] which uses distributed clustering 
technique. The main drawback of LEACH is that it 
uses probability as basis for CH selection, so a sensor 
node having very less energy might get selected as CH. 
P.Ding et. al., [6] proposed a weight based algorithm 
(DWEHC) which was very similar to HEED and 
produced high volume of control message exchange. 
The authors in [8] proposed GESC (Geographic sensor 
Clustering Protocol) that used local information of the 
network for increasing the network lifetime. But this 
algorithm also produced relatively high control message 
overhead. The authors proposed [16] power efficient 

clustering algorithm using honey bet swarm intelligence 
approach. Although this algorithm is efficient for 
clustering, it suffers from high message complexity. 
Cao et. al., [7] proposed DCA which is based on 
back-off technique. Unlike DWEHC[] and GESC[] 
its message complexity per node is O(1). However a 
very important factor like intra-cluster distance was not 
taken into account which is very important for reducing 
energy consumption is WSNs. Tarachand et. al., [15] 
proposed a distributed algorithm based on back off 
method and the message complexity of the algorithm 
was given as O(1). CH selection in the algorithm was 
performed based on residual energy and intra-cluster 
distance. But in this algorithm, it was assumed that 
initial energy of every sensor nodes deployed are equal. 
But in many applications sensor nodes with varying 
initial energy are deployed for prolonging the network 
lifetime[13,14]. This algorithm doesn’t work very well 
in the above mentioned scenario and at times nodes 
with lesser residual energy are also selected as CHs.

EnErgy moDEl3. 
In radio model of energy [1] both free space and multi-
path fading channels are used which depends on the 
distance between transmitter and receiver node. If the 
threshold value do is greater than the distance, then the 
multi-path (mp) model is used else free-space ( fs) model 
is considered. Hence the energy consumed by node i 
to transmit l-bit message to node j over a distance d is 
given by the following equation
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where, atx and arx is the energy consumed to transfer 
and receive single bit and efs and emp are amplifying 
energy required by amplifier in free space and multi-
path respectively. The energy dissipated in receiving 
the l bit message by node j is given by:

 ER( j ) = l arx (2)

The arx is dependent on a number of factors 
namely digital coding, filtering and spreading of signals. 
Also the energy required by amplifier in free space 
(efs) and multi-path(emp) is dependent on the distance 
between the transmitter and the receiver.
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then TOPSIS method is used in deciding the cluster 
membership. At first the values of residual energy of 
CH and distance of Sj from CH are normalised to 
bring different data sets into a single platform. Vector 
method of normalization is used for this. Normalised 
decision matrix is made using

 rij = 
x

x

ij

iji
m
-Â( )1

1 2/  (5)

where, rij is normalised value of matrix and m is the 
number of criteria. The value which we get after 
normalisation is between 0 and 1. Then a weighed 
matrix is constructed:

 Vij = Wjrij i = 1, 2, …, m (6)

Here m is number of alternatives and j is number 
of criteria. The two criteria in this case are residual 
energy and distance. To remove the partiality factor 
we have kept values of both weighing factors 0.5 
(W1 + W2 = 1). In the next step both ideal and anti 
ideal solutions are calculated.
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The separation measure with both ideal and anti-
ideal solution is calculated using this formula.
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where, Si
+ and Si

- are separation measure for ideal 
and anti-ideal solution respectively and i = 1, 2, …, 
m. Lastly relative closeness from ideal solution is 
calculated using
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S
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i
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The value of Ci will range from 0 to 1. The CH 
whose relative closeness is highest is chosen as CH 
for node Sj.

ProPosED Algorithm4. 

The proposed algorithm is divided into two phases 
namely Cluster Head (CH) selection and Cluster 
formation. Each sensor node takes the decision to 
declare itself as a Cluster Head (CH) or to join the 
cluster as a member independently. Hence the proposed 
algorithm is a distributed algorithm.

A. Cluster head (Ch) selection

In the first phase, a timer t(i) for node i is initialized 
and is derived as follows

 t(i) = l(i) ¥ TCH (3)

 l(i) = MAVi – Current. Vali (4)

Here, the upper bound for initial energy is denoted 
as MAVi(Maximum allowed value) which is fixed as 
2J in this case, Current.Vali is the initial energy of 
the sensors at the time of deployment and TCH is the 
maximum time required for Cluster Heads selection. 
The node whose t(i) expires first is most likely to 
become CH. The sensor node Si whose timer expires 
first declares itself as CH for the next communication 
round. It broadcasts message containing Current.
Vali identity and its location information within its 
communication range. On receiving this information 
node Sj switches off its timer and withdraws itself from 
CH selection of that communication round. Node Sj 
records this information into its set PotCH(j) which is 
the set of potential CH for the node Sj. To decide its 
cluster membership Node Sj uses this set, after the CH 
announcement time is over.

b. Cluster formation

In this phase whenever node Sj receives only one 
CH announcement message, then it directly joins the 
cluster. When node Sj receives CH advertise message 
from two or more nodes it adds all such node in its 
potential cluster head set (PotCH(j)). The sensor node 
then makes the decision on its cluster membership 
based on two criteria namely residual energy of the 
CH and the distance between the CH and itself. If one 
CH is dominant than the other CH in both the criteria, 
node Sj simply chooses that node as its head. But if 
there is not any clear winner based on these criteria 
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C. Complexity Analysis

In our proposed algorithm the control message send by 
senor node are either for announcement or for joining. 
Hence the message complexity of our algorithm is 
given by O(1). Each sensor node individually initiates 
its timer that can be done in O(1), hence the time 
complexity of CH selection phase will be O(1). In 
cluster formation phase, the non-CH uses TOPSIS 
method for selecting CH. Each step of TOPSIS can be 
calculated in O(1). In worst case a node can receive n-1 
number of CH announcement messages. Therefore the 
non-CH node will have to calculate relative closeness 
to the ideal case solution n-1 times in order to decide 
on the cluster membership. Therefore the total time 
complexity of the proposed algorithm is given by O (n).

Algorithm: EADCA

    /* 1st Phase: Cluster Head Selection */
    for i = 1 to n
	 	 	 	 	 	 λ(i)=MAV	–	Current.Vali
	 	 	 	 	 	 t(i)	=	λ(i)×TCH
    end for
    if (t(i) is expired) then
      broadcast (Cluster head advertisement)
    end if
    if (node j receives CH advertisement message) then
      t(j) is off and update PotCH(j)
    end if
    if (t(j) is off and CH advertisement message is received & 
         CH announcement time is not over)
      update PotCH(j)
    else
      do not update PotCH(j)
    end if
/* 2nd Phase Cluster Formation */
for j=1 to n
if(t( j ) is off and PotCH( j ) == 1) then
  Join()/Join the CH
end if
if(t( j ) is off and PotCH( j ) ≥ 2) then
if(i Œ PotCH(j) && Relative Closeness (i) is max to ideal solution) 
then
Join()/j Æ i(CH)
end if
end if
end for

figure 1: Pseudo Code for EADCA.

ExPErimEntAl rEsult5. 

Extensive experiments were performed on the 
proposed algorithm. The simulation was performed 
using both MATLAB(R2016b) and C programming 
language on 64 bit Windows 8 O.S. The parameters 
used in the simulation along with their values are given 
in Table 1.

table 1 
Parameters used

Parameters Values
B.S Location (200, 200)
No. of Nodes 100-200
Communication Range 50m
Initial Energy of sensor nodes (0.5J - 2J)
MAV 2J
Transmission Energy 50nJ/bit
Amplifier Energy (efs) 100 pJ/bit/m2

Amplifier Energy (emp) 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4

Data Aggregation Energy 5 nJ/bit
d0 87.0 m
Control packet size 4000 bits
Message size 200 bits

For the experiment, deployment of nodes was 
assumed	to	be	done	randomly	in	400×400	square	metre	
area and the position of the sink was assumed at the 
co-ordinate (200, 200) ie at the centre of the region. 
The deployed sensors are heterogeneous in nature ie 
their initial energy varies from 0.5J to 2J. The proposed 
algorithm was evaluated based on two performance 
metrics, namely lifetime of the network and energy 
consumption. Figure 2 and Figure 3 compares 
EADCA with BDC Algorithm and LEACH. The 
result shows our algorithm outperforms the other two 
algorithms.

On comparing based on various metrics EADCA 
outperforms many popular existing clustering 
algorithms. The CHs in our protocol sends data to 
the base station using one hop which is not a realistic 
assumption for every scenario. Our future endeavour 
will be to develop a multi-hop EADCA. We will 
further check the performance of LEACH and BDC 
Algorithm in heterogeneous environment.
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figure 2: number of alive sensor nodes per round

figure 3: total energy consumed by sensors nodes in each 
round

ConClusion6. 
In this paper we have proposed an algorithm that is 
energy aware as well as energy efficient. The major 
advantage of this algorithm is that the control message 
exchange between senor nodes for CHs selection 
has been significantly reduced. Our algorithm works 
well in both the scenarios i.e., for nodes having equal 
and unequal initial energy. Besides it also takes into 
account load balancing of CHs in reference with their 
residual energy. It also minimizes the overall energy 
consumption of the network by taking into account 
intra-cluster distance. The message complexity of the 
algorithm is O(1) and time complexity is O(n) for 
network with n sensor nodes.
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